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in body weight and plasma volume were greater on systolicRelationship between volume status and blood pressure during
BP than on diastolic BP.chronic hemodialysis.

Conclusions. HD treatment generally reduces BP, and theseBackground. The relationship between volume status and
reductions in BP are associated with intradialytic decreases inblood pressure (BP) in chronic hemodialysis (HD) patients
both body weight and plasma volume. The absolute predialysisremains incompletely understood. Specifically, the effect of inter-

dialytic fluid accumulation (or intradialytic fluid removal) on and postdialysis BP levels are influenced differently by acute
BP is controversial. intradialytic decreases in body weight and acute intradialytic

Methods. We determined the association of the intradialytic decreases in plasma volume; these parameters provide different
decrease in body weight (as an indicator of interdialytic fluid information regarding volume status and may be dissociated
gain) and the intradialytic decrease in plasma volume (as an from each other. Therefore, evaluation of volume status in
indicator of postdialysis volume status) with predialysis and chronic HD patients requires, at minimum, assessments of both
postdialysis BP in a cross-sectional analysis of a subset of pa- interdialytic fluid accumulation (or the intradialytic decrease
tients (N � 468) from the Hemodialysis (HEMO) Study. Fifty- in body weight) and postdialysis volume overload.
five percent of patients were female, 62% were black, 43%
were diabetic and 72% were prescribed antihypertensive medi-
cations. Dry weight was defined as the postdialysis body weight

Hypertension is common in chronic hemodialysis pa-below which the patient developed symptomatic hypotension
or muscle cramps in the absence of edema. The intradialytic tients and likely contributes to the excess morbidity and
decrease in plasma volume was calculated from predialysis mortality in these patients [1–7]. Although the causes
and postdialysis total plasma protein concentrations and was of hypertension are multifactorial, the importance ofexpressed as a percentage of the plasma volume at the begin-

volume status on blood pressure in hemodialysis patientsning of HD.
has long been recognized [8, 9]. To assess the effect ofResults. Predialysis systolic and diastolic BP values were

153.1 � 24.7 (mean � SD) and 81.7 � 14.8 mm Hg, respectively; volume status on blood pressure, several previous studies
postdialysis systolic and diastolic BP values were 136.6 � 22.7 have examined the effect of interdialytic weight gain or
and 73.9 � 13.6 mm Hg, respectively. As a result of HD, body

intradialytic reduction in body weight on blood pressure;weight was reduced by 3.1 � 1.3 kg and plasma volume was
however, the results from these studies are conflictingcontracted by 10.1 � 9.5%. Multiple linear regression analyses

showed that each kg reduction in body weight during HD was [10–18]. While all of these previous studies have used
associated with a 2.95 mm Hg (P � 0.004) and a 1.65 mm Hg either interdialytic weight gain or intradialytic decreases
(P � NS) higher predialysis and postdialysis systolic BP, respec- in body weight alone to evaluate volume status, thistively. In contrast, each 5% greater contraction of plasma vol-

approach does not assess postdialysis volume status.ume during HD was associated with a 1.50 mm Hg (P � 0.026)
Thus, the studies assume that all patients are normo-and a 2.56 mm Hg (P � 0.001) lower predialysis and postdialysis

systolic BP, respectively. The effects of intradialytic decreases volemic at the end of the hemodialysis treatment. Others
have examined the diameter of the inferior vena cava
[19], total body water volume [20, 21] or extracellularKey words: body weight, dry weight, fluid removal, hypertension, plasma

volume, postdialysis volume overload. fluid volume [22] at the end of hemodialysis as measures
of postdialysis volume status and showed that blood pres-
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they require special techniques and their target normo- of 20 times. Subsequent limitations to the number of
times a dialyzer could be reused were based on observa-volemic values have high interpatient variability.

Lopot et al have recently suggested that the lack of a tions of dialyzer clearances of �2-microglobulin during
the study [28]. Other aspects of the treatment, includingdecrease in blood volume during hemodialysis treatment

could be used to detect postdialysis volume overload the dry weight prescription and dialysate sodium concen-
tration, were prescribed by the primary nephrologist[23]. This approach is practical since the intradialytic

decrease in blood or plasma volume can be routinely without regard to the dialysis dose or the type of dialysis
membrane. Dry weight was defined as the postdialysisassessed in chronic hemodialysis patients [24]. Lopot

et al hypothesized that patients with small intradialytic body weight below which the patient developed symp-
tomatic hypotension or muscle cramps in the absence ofdecreases in blood volume are overhydrated since they

have rapid plasma refilling rates [25]. In the current edema. All dialysis machines used in this study were
governed by volumetric control.study, intradialytic decreases in body weight were used

to assess interdialytic weight gain and provide an esti-
Data collectionmate of the degree of predialysis fluid overload, while

intradialytic decreases in plasma volume were used to Data for this report were collected prospectively dur-
ing one treatment session four months after each patientprovide an estimate of the degree of postdialysis volume

overload. The associations between these volume param- had been randomized to a particular treatment group
for the validation of dialyzer clearances for urea andeters and blood pressure of chronic hemodialysis patients

were examined. �2-microglobulin. This study session could be either the
first, second or third session of the week. In the current
analyses of these data, all patients were grouped to-

METHODS
gether, independent of their randomized treatment group,

Patients and dialysis prescriptions dialyzer model, the number of times the dialyzer had
been reused, blood flow rate, dialysate flow rate, dialy-The background, rationale and design of the Hemodi-

alysis (HEMO) Study have been previously described sate sodium concentration or treatment time. Predialysis
and postdialysis body weights were measured using ain detail [26]. Briefly, the HEMO Study is a prospective,

multicenter clinical trial using a 2�2 factorial design to scale, and predialysis and postdialysis systolic and dia-
stolic blood pressures were measured using a sphygmo-evaluate the importance of the delivered dose of dialysis

and dialysis membrane flux (equated with membrane per- manometer with the patient in a sitting position. A predi-
alysis blood sample was taken directly from the vascularmeability to �2-microglobulin) in reducing the mortality

and morbidity of chronic hemodialysis patients. Consid- access, and a postdialysis blood sample was collected
from the arterial blood tubing 20 seconds after complet-erable effort was made to include patients with comorbid

conditions similar to those of the chronic hemodialysis ing the treatment and reducing the blood pump speed
to less than or equal to 80 mL/min. Blood samples werepopulation in the United States. Patients were excluded

from randomization into the HEMO Study if they had centrifuged 30 to 90 minutes after collection, and the
plasma was shipped to a central laboratory (Spectra East,residual renal clearance of urea greater than 1.5 mL/min/

35 L of urea distribution volume. Eligible patients were Rockleigh, NJ, USA) for determination of total protein
concentration using an automated assay based on therandomized into four different treatment groups that

differed in the dialysis dose (either a target equilibrated biuret reaction (Hitachi 747, Indianapolis, IN, USA).
The intra-assay coefficient of variation for this assay isurea Kt/V of 1.05 or 1.45) and the type of hemodialysis

membrane (either low flux or high flux). The blood flow 0.6% at a mean concentration of 4.4 mg/dL, and the
interassay coefficient of variation is 0.95% at a meanrate, dialysate flow rate, dialyzer model and treatment

time were tailored to individual patients to achieve the concentration of 6.4 mg/dL. All clinical and laboratory
data were transmitted to a central Data Coordinatingtarget equilibrated urea Kt/V. Although the nephrolo-

gists were encouraged to achieve the target dose within Center (Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology,
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, OH, USA)the shortest possible time, it was necessary in some cases

to lengthen the treatment time in order to remove the for statistical analyses.
interdialytic fluid gain from individual patients. The min-

Calculationsimum acceptable treatment time was 2.5 hours per ses-
sion. Written, informed consent was obtained from each The intradialytic decrease in body weight was calcu-

lated as the predialysis body weight minus the postdial-patient prior to entry into the study.
The choice of dialyzer model was limited to those with ysis body weight. Mean arterial blood pressure was calcu-

lated as the diastolic pressure plus one-third of the pulsein vitro urea mass transfer-area coefficients greater than
500 mL/min at a dialysate flow rate of 500 mL/min [27], pressure (the systolic blood pressure minus the diastolic

blood pressure). The intradialytic change in blood pres-and dialyzer reuse was initially permitted for a maximum
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Table 2. Blood pressures and volume parameters (N�468)Table 1. Patient characteristics (N�468)

Parameter units Mean�SD Parameter units Mean�SD

Blood pressuresDemographics
Age years 58�14 Predialysis systolic mm Hg 153.1�24.7

Predialysis diastolic mm Hg 81.7 �14.8Gender % female 55
Race % black 62 Post-dialysis systolic mm Hg 136.6�22.7

Post-dialysis diastolic mm Hg 73.9 �13.6Diabetic status % diabetic 43
Medicationsa Volume parameters

Predialysis body weight kg 72.9 �16.6Prescribed any antihypertensive medication
% of patients 72 Post-dialysis body weight kg 69.8 �16.2

Intradialytic decrease in body weight kg 3.1 �1.3Prescribed ACE inhibitors % of patients 24
Prescribed beta blockers % of patients 21 Intradialytic decrease in plasma volume (�PV) % 10.1 �9.5
Prescribed calcium channel blockers % of patients 48
Prescribed alpha inhibitors % of patients 5
Prescribed other antihypertensive medications

% of patients 20

blood pressures and volume parameters are shown ina Patients may be prescribed more than one antihypertensive medication

Table 2. There was a slight predominance of females, a
majority of black patients and a substantial fraction of
diabetic patients. These demographic characteristics aresure readings was defined as the postdialysis minus the
similar to those of the current end-stage renal diseasepredialysis value. The intradialytic decrease in plasma
population in the United States [31], except for the largevolume (�PV) was calculated as a fraction of the predial-
percentage of black patients that reflects the populationysis value by the following equation:
served by many of the clinical centers in the HEMO

�PV � (PVpre � PVpost)/PVpre � (TPpost � TPpre)/TPpost Study [26]. The mean intradialytic decrease in body
weight was slightly larger than those reported in mostwhere TP denotes the total plasma protein concentration
other studies. Figure 1 shows the frequency distributionand the subscripts pre and post denote predialysis and
of the intradialytic decrease in body weight and the in-postdialysis values, respectively. This equation was de-
tradialytic decrease in plasma volume. There was a widerived using the assumption that there was no loss of pro-

tein from the vascular compartment and that the plasma range of values observed for both volume parameters.
compartment behaves as a well-mixed single pool during The mean intradialytic decrease in plasma volume was
the hemodialysis treatment (that is, PVpre � TPpre � approximately 10% and represents the only reported
PVpost � TPpost). These analyses do not take into account data to date of this parameter in a large sample of chronic
the possibility that the lowest blood pressure reading or hemodialysis patients. The distribution of predialysis and
the largest �PV value may have occurred in the middle postdialysis systolic and diastolic blood pressure is shown
of the hemodialysis treatment. in Figure 2.

Intradialytic changes in systolic blood pressure were
Statistics associated with intradialytic decreases in both body

Blood pressures were analyzed as a function of the weight (P � 0.012) and plasma volume (P � 0.011) in
intradialytic decrease in body weight and the intradia- simple linear regression analyses. Larger decreases in
lytic decrease in plasma volume using both simple linear body weight (Fig. 3A) and larger decreases in plasma
regression [29] and multiple regression [30] analyses. volume (Fig. 3B) were associated with larger intradialytic
Simple linear regression analysis was used to individually decreases in systolic blood pressure. The associations of
relate the blood pressure indices to intradialytic decreases intradialytic changes in mean arterial blood pressure and
in body weight or plasma volume, without adjustment diastolic blood pressure with intradialytic decreases in
for other factors. Multiple regression analysis was used body weight and plasma volume were not statistically
to jointly relate the blood pressure indices to both the significant. In multiple linear regression analyses includ-
decrease in body weight and the decrease in plasma vol- ing both intradialytic decreases in body weight and
ume while controlling for the following potential con- plasma volume as predictor variables, neither factor was
founding factors: age, race, gender, and diabetic status. significantly associated with intradialytic changes in sys-
Previous work has shown the each of these factors influ- tolic blood pressure. This may in part be explained by
ence blood pressure in hemodialysis patients [17, 18]. a relatively high correlation of decrease in body weight
Probability (P) values less than 0.050 were considered

with decrease in plasma volume (r � 0.414, P � 0.001),significant.
making it difficult to distinguish independent effects of
these factors in multiple regression analysis.

RESULTS Higher values of predialysis systolic (P � 0.008, Fig. 4),
diastolic (P � 0.032) and mean arterial blood pressureA summary of the demographic characteristics of the

patients studied is shown in Table 1, and their measured (P � 0.009) were all associated with larger intradialytic
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of (A) intradialytic decreases in body weight and (B) intradialytic decreases in plasma volume. N � 468; in A,
mean � 3.1 and SD � 1.3; in B, mean � 10.1 and SD � 9.5.

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of predialysis systolic blood pressure (A), postdialysis systolic blood pressure (B), predialysis diastolic blood pressure
(C) and postdialysis diastolic blood pressure (D).
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the intradia-
lytic changes in systolic blood pressure and
(A) the intradialytic decrease in body weight
or (B) the intradialytic decrease in plasma
volume. The simple linear regression coeffi-
cients (or slopes) of these relationships were:
(A) �2.10 � 0.83 (standard error) mm Hg/kg
and (B) �2.94 � 0.12 (standard error)
mm Hg/%, respectively.

decreases in body weight (a measure of interdialytic fluid higher predialysis systolic blood pressure. On the other
hand, after controlling for the decrease in body weightgain) in simple linear regression analyses. In contrast,

none of the predialysis blood pressures was significantly and the other covariates, a 5% greater decrease in plasma
volume was associated with a 1.50 � 0.67 lower predial-associated with intradialytic decreases in plasma volume

in simple linear regression analyses. When considered in ysis systolic blood pressure. Figure 5 illustrates the mag-
nitude of the effect of intradialytic decreases in bodymultiple linear regression analyses, however, predialysis

blood pressures were associated with intradialytic de- weight on predialysis systolic blood pressure in a multiple
linear regression analysis that adjusts for different valuescreases in both body weight and plasma volume (Ta-

ble 3). Note that the regression coefficients describing of the intradialytic decrease in plasma volume and for
patient age, race, gender and diabetic status. There werethe influence of intradialytic decreases in body weight

and plasma volume differ in sign, that is, higher predial- substantial differences in predialysis systolic blood pres-
sure between patients with large reductions in bodyysis systolic and diastolic blood pressures were associated

with larger intradialytic decreases in body weight but weight (greater than 4 kg) and those with small reduc-
tions (less than 2 kg).smaller intradialytic decreases in plasma volume. In par-

ticular, the regression coefficients in the first row of Ta- Figure 6 shows the relationship between postdialysis
systolic blood pressure and intradialytic decreases inble 3 indicate that controlling for the decrease in plasma

volume and the other covariates, a 1 kg greater decrease plasma volume. Lower values of postdialysis systolic
(P � 0.001) and mean arterial (P � 0.015), but notin body weight was associated with a 2.95 � 1.01 mm Hg
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Fig. 4. Relationship between predialysis sys-
tolic blood pressure and the intradialytic de-
crease in body weight as determined by simple
linear regression analysis. The slope was 2.32 �
0.87 (standard error) mm Hg/kg.

Table 3. Regression coefficients or slopes (�standard errors)
from multivariate regression analyses of predialysis blood pressure

on the predictor variables, intradialytic decrease in body weight
(�BW) and the intradialytic decrease in plasma volume (�PV)

Predictor variables
Predialysis blood
pressure mm Hg r 2 Per kg �BW Per 5% �PV

Systolic 0.032 2.95�1.01 �1.50 �0.67
P value 0.004 0.026

Diastolic 0.133 0.77�0.57 �0.86 �0.38
P value NS 0.025

All regression coefficients were corrected for patient age, race, gender and
diabetic status. The P values indicate the significance of the independent variable
to the model, and r 2 indicates the squared multiple correlation for the full
regression models including �BW, �PV, age, race, gender and diabetic status.

Fig. 5. Calculated values of predialysis systolic blood pressure (mean �
SE) adjusted for differences in the intradialytic decrease in plasma

diastolic, blood pressure were associated with larger in- volume (and patient age, race, gender and diabetic status) plotted versus
the intradialytic decrease in body weight. The range of the independenttradialytic decreases in plasma volume in simple linear
variable was divided into approximately four equal quartiles.regression analyses. In simple linear regression analyses,

none of the postdialysis blood pressures was significantly
associated with intradialytic decreases in body weight.

with large contractions in plasma volume (greater thanWhen considered in multiple linear regression analyses,
16%) and those with small contractions (less than 4%).however, postdialysis blood pressures were associated

with intradialytic decreases in both body weight and
plasma volume (Table 4). Note again that the regression DISCUSSION
coefficients describing the influence of intradialytic de- The present study shows that differences in blood pres-
creases in body weight and plasma volume differ in sign, sure among chronic hemodialysis patients partially re-
that is, higher postdialysis systolic blood pressures were flect differences in volume status. The squared multiple
associated with larger intradialytic decreases in body correlations (r 2) for the multiple regression models were
weight but smaller intradialytic decreases in plasma vol- relatively low, signifying that variables other than intra-
ume. Figure 7 illustrates the magnitude of the effect of dialytic decreases in body weight and plasma volume as
intradialytic decreases in plasma volume on postdialysis well as patient age, race, gender and diabetic status also
systolic blood pressure in a multiple linear regression must influence blood pressure [32–34]. Nevertheless, the
analysis that adjusts for different values of the intradia- magnitude of the regression coefficients suggests that the
lytic decrease in body weight and for patient age, race, clinical effects of these variables on blood pressure are
gender and diabetic status. Differences were observed not insignificant. For example, the multiple regression

models indicate that each kg reduction in body weightin postdialysis systolic blood pressure between patients
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Fig. 6. Relationship between postdialysis sys-
tolic blood pressure and the intradialytic de-
crease in plasma volume as determined by
simple linear regression analysis. The slope
was �0.40 � 0.11 (SE) mm Hg/%.

Table 4. Regression coefficients or slopes (�standard errors)
from multivariate regression analyses of post-dialysis blood pressure

on the predictor variables, intradialytic decrease in body weight
(�BW) and the intradialytic decrease in plasma volume (�PV)

Predictor variables
Postdialysis blood
pressure mm Hg r 2 Per kg �BW Per 5% �PV

Systolic 0.044 1.65�0.91 �2.56�0.61
P value NS �0.001

Diastolic 0.116 0.74�0.53 �1.12�0.35
P value NS 0.002

All regression coefficients were corrected for patient age, race, gender and
diabetic status. The P values indicate the significance of the independent variable
to the model, and r 2 indicates the squared multiple correlation for the full
regression models including �BW, �PV, age, race, gender and diabetic status.

Fig. 7. Calculated values of postdialysis systolic blood pressure (mean �
SE) adjusted for differences in the intradialytic decrease in body weightduring hemodialysis was associated with a 2.95 � 1.01 (and patient age, race, gender and diabetic status) plotted versus the

mm Hg and a 1.65 � 0.91 mm Hg higher predialysis intradialytic decrease in plasma volume. The range of the independent
variable was divided into approximately four equal quartiles.and postdialysis systolic blood pressure, respectively, and

each 5% greater contraction of plasma volume during
hemodialysis was associated with a 1.50 � 0.67 mm Hg
and a 2.56 � 0.61 mm Hg lower predialysis and postdial- those that have been strongly associated with both mor-
ysis systolic blood pressure, respectively. Such associa- tality [5, 6] and cardiovascular morbidity [4] in chronic
tions were largely observed in systolic blood pressures; hemodialysis patients.
they were largely absent in diastolic and mean arterial

Effect of volume status on intradialytic changes inblood pressures. The relatively weak association be-
blood pressuretween diastolic blood pressure and volume status may

be real, or it may be due to the relative difficulty in It has long been recognized that blood pressure usually
accurately measuring diastolic blood pressure [35]. Thus, falls during hemodialysis with fluid removal; the decrease
in this study large intradialytic decreases in systolic blood in blood pressure is greater with larger amounts of fluid
pressure were associated with large intradialytic de- removed and with higher ultrafiltration rates [36]. The
creases in both body weight and plasma volume. High importance of volume status on blood pressure in chronic
predialysis blood pressure was primarily associated with hemodialysis patients has recently been questioned in
large reductions in body weight, whereas high postdial- several reports showing that intradialytic changes in
ysis blood pressure was largely associated with small blood pressure are independent of either the interdialytic
intradialytic decreases in plasma volume. It is notewor- weight gain or the intradialytic reduction in body weight
thy that the impact of volume status was significant on [10, 12, 15, 37]. These studies were limited to small pa-

tient samples, and these investigators analyzed intradia-both predialysis and postdialysis systolic blood pressures,
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lytic changes in blood pressure in patients with small [22], or total body water volume assessed by single fre-
quency bioelectric impedance [20, 21]. While these otherdifferences in interdialytic weight gains. Others, how-

ever, have reported a significant positive correlation be- volume parameters also may prove useful, intradialytic
decreases in plasma or blood volume can be easily deter-tween intradialytic decreases in blood pressure and ei-

ther the interdialytic weight gain or the ultrafiltration mined during routine hemodialysis [24]. Our results, as
well as those of others [21], suggest that the effect ofrate during hemodialysis treatment [11, 14, 17, 18]. The

magnitude of the effect of fluid removal on intradialytic postdialysis volume overload has its primary effect on
postdialysis, not predialysis, blood pressures.changes in blood pressure observed in the current study

was similar to that observed in these studies; however, Several methodological issues in the current study are
worthy of discussion. First, all analyses were performedit comprised a large sample of patients with a wide range

of intradialytic decreases in body weight. Lins et al sug- using the magnitude of the intradialytic decrease in body
weight not normalized by patient size. We have per-gested that the intradialytic decrease in plasma volume

was a better predictor of the intradialytic decrease in formed similar analyses using this parameter normalized
to body weight and arrived at identical conclusions (datasystolic blood pressure than the intradialytic decrease in

body weight [10]. While our results confirm that intradia- not shown). Second, instead of the intradialytic reduction
in body weight, interdialytic weight gain could be usedlytic decreases in plasma volume are associated with

intradialytic decreases in systolic blood pressure, we to assess excess volume gained during the interdialytic
interval. In the chronic hemodialysis patient who is atcould not demonstrate that intradialytic decreases in

plasma volume were a better predictor than those in steady state and whose postdialysis body weight is rela-
tively constant after each treatment, the intradialytic re-body weight.
duction in body weight is a good approximation to the

Effect of intradialytic decreases in body weight on interdialytic weight gain. Third, the interdialytic decrease
predialysis and postdialysis blood pressure in plasma volume was calculated assuming that there

was no loss or gain of plasma proteins from the circula-The importance of the intradialytic reduction in body
weight or the interdialytic weight gain on predialysis tion during hemodialysis. This assumption has been chal-

lenged in certain studies [39, 40], but the errors incurredblood pressure is also controversial. Sherman, Daniel
and Cody reported only limited correlation between in- by using this approach are likely small and insignificant.

Fourth, the regression coefficients calculated from theterdialytic weight gain and predialysis mean arterial pres-
sure [11], but three recent cross-sectional analyses re- multiple linear regression analyses for both predialysis

and postdialysis blood pressures show stronger volume-ported a significant association of predialysis blood
pressure with intradialytic reduction in body weight or dependent relationships than the regression coefficients

calculated from the simple linear regression analysesthe ultrafiltration rate [14, 17, 18]. Our observations con-
firm the results from these latter studies and suggest (compare the slope in the legend of Fig. 4 with the corre-

sponding value in Table 3 and the slope in the legendthat larger intradialytic decreases in body weight are
associated with higher predialysis blood pressures. of Fig. 5 with the corresponding value in Table 4). This

comparison suggests that one potential reason for previ-
Effect of intradialytic decreases in plasma volume on ous conflicting results regarding the effect of volume
predialysis and postdialysis blood pressure status on blood pressure in chronic hemodialysis patients

is that both volume overload immediately postdialysisIt has been assumed in many previous studies that
clinical determination of dry weight is accurate; there- and during the interdialytic interval have not been evalu-

ated simultaneously.fore, all patients were assumed to be normovolemic at
the end of hemodialysis. The present analysis does not Several additional caveats from the analyses performed

in this study should be noted. First, the current studymake any a priori assumptions regarding postdialysis
volume overload, but assesses, albeit indirectly, this pa- was based on a large sample of chronic hemodialysis pa-

tients who had minimal residual renal function; thus, therameter by measuring intradialytic changes in plasma
volume as proposed by Lopot et al [23]. Our analyses association of blood pressure with volume parameters

assessed in this study may be greater than that observedshow that small intradialytic decreases in plasma volume
are associated with both high predialysis and postdialysis previously in patients with substantial renal function.

Second, postdialysis blood pressures were measured soonblood pressures, consistent with the hypothesis that these
patients have inappropriately high dry weight. after the completion of treatment, but blood pressure

may rebound thereafter [41]. Prior reports on the corre-Others have recently proposed alternative methods of
evaluating postdialysis volume status, such as the diame- lation of immediate postdialysis blood pressures with

volume status are conflicting [4, 42, 43]. Third, the cur-ter of the inferior vena cava [19], the plasma concentra-
tion of atrial natriuretic peptide [38], extracellular vol- rent study only indirectly evaluated the volume of total

body water, instead of extracellular volume. Others haveume assessed by multifrequency bioelectric impedance
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Society of Nephrology, October 25–28, 1998, in Philadelphia, PA, USA,emphasized that the volume of extracellular fluid is more
and has been published in abstract form (abstract; Leypoldt J et al,

important in determining blood pressure [44, 45]. Fourth, J Am Soc Nephrol 9:258A, 1998). The participation of the study coordi-
the analyses in this study have assumed that the relation- nators and patients in the HEMO Study is gratefully appreciated. The

statistical expertise of Tom Greene, Ph.D., (Department of Biostatisticsships between blood pressures and intradialytic decreases
and Epidemiology, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation) is gratefullyin body weight are linear; however, recent work suggests acknowledged.

that these relationships are likely nonlinear [18]. Never-
Reprint requests to John K. Leypoldt, Ph.D., Dialysis Program,theless, we have performed additional multiple regres-

University of Utah, 85 N. Medical Drive East, Salt Lake City, Utahsion analyses using these nonlinear relationships and also 84112-5350, USA.
have observed similar significant relationships between E-mail: Ken.Leypoldt@hsc.utah.edu
blood pressures and intradialytic decreases in plasma
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